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Abstract— With exponential growth in distributed energy
resources (DERs) coupled with at-capacity distribution grid
infrastructure, prosumers cannot always export all extra power
to the grid without violating technical limits. Consequently,
a slew of dynamic hosting capacity (DHC) algorithms have
emerged for optimal utilization of grid infrastructure while
maximizing export from DERs. Most of these DHC algorithms
utilize the concept of operating envelopes (OE), where the utility
gives prosumers technical power export limits, and they are free
to export power within these limits. Recent studies have shown
that OE-based frameworks have drawbacks, as most develop
power export limits based on convex or linear grid models. As
OEs must capture extreme operating conditions, both convex
and linear models can violate technical limits in practice
because they approximate grid physics. However, AC models
are unsuitable because they may not be feasible within the
whole region of OE. We propose a new two-stage optimization
framework for DHC built on three-phase AC models to address
the current gaps. In this approach, the prosumers first run a
receding horizon multi-period optimization to identify optimal
export power setpoints to communicate with the utility. The
utility then performs an infeasibility-based optimization to
either accept the prosumer’s request or dispatch an optimal
curtail signal such that overall system technical constraints
are not violated. To explore various curtailment strategies, we
develop an L1, L2, and L∞norm-based dispatch algorithm with
an exact three-phase AC model. We test our framework on a
1420 three-phase node meshed distribution network and show
that the proposed algorithm optimally curtails DERs while
guaranteeing the AC feasibility of the network.

Index Terms:- dynamic hosting capacity, network-aware,
operating envelope, optimal PV curtailment, three-phase in-
feasibility analysis

NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Interpretation
Pi,τ , Pe,τ Power imported from/exported to the grid.
Pc,τ , Pd,τ Battery charging/discharging power.
Eb,τ State of charge (SOC) of the battery.
Pl,τ , Ql,τ Real and reactive power demand of the load.
Ppv,τ Power generated by the PV system.
Ci,τ , Ce,τ Cost of power import/export to/from grid.
Eset SOC setpoint of the battery at start/end.
ηc, ηd Battery efficiencies (charging, discharging).
P ,E Max power, SOC limits.
T ,∆τ Optimization horizon and time step.
V R, V I Real and Imag. parts of the voltage, ∈ Rn.
IR, II Real and Imag. parts of the current, ∈ Rn.
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Pcu Curtailment power, ∈ Rn.
N ,Nl,Npv Set of all nodes, a subset of load nodes,

and a subset of nodes with PV generation.
Φ Set of phases [A, B, C].
Y R
n , Y I

n Real and Imag parts of KCL-based network
constraints for each node and in each phase ϕ.

IRmn,ϕ, I
I
mn,ϕ Real and Imag. parts of the current flow on

line l between nodes m and n on phase ϕ.
Pn,ϕ Power injection at node n for phase ϕ.
Pi,n,ϕ Import power at node n for phase ϕ.
Pe,n,ϕ Export power at node n for phase ϕ.
Pl,n,ϕ, Ql,n,ϕReal and reactive load at node n for phase ϕ.
I l,ϕ Max. allowable current for line for phase ϕ.
tk, tk Min/max tap limits for transformer k.
V k, V k Min/max voltage limits for transformer k.
V n,ϕ, V n,ϕ Min/max voltage limits at node n for phase ϕ.
Pcu,n,ϕ Curtailed power at node n for phase ϕ.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Research Motivation

Historically, electric power flow was predominantly unidi-
rectional, from mostly large centralized generation to the
distribution grid consumers through an extensive network
of high-voltage and low-voltage electric networks. In this
paradigm, the grid operators positioned consumers as passive
participants, solely responsible for paying for consumed
electricity without actively participating in exporting any
extra power to the grid. However, this traditional paradigm is
becoming inoperative due to the proliferation of distributed
energy resources (DERs), especially rooftop photovoltaics
(PVs), with many consumers feeding power back into the
grid. As such, in many distribution feeders across the globe,
we are reaching a tipping point wherein, without active
control, any marginal increase in net export of power will
result in technical violation of the grid limits (i.e., voltages
and flows within safe bounds).

B. State-of-the-art Solutions and Limitations

One of the first proposed solutions by utilities to maintain
grid operation within technical limits (with large penetration
of rooftop solar) is termed static hosting capacity (SHC) [1],
which offers a firm connection to the customers with no risk
of curtailment. However, once a static-limit is hit, new PV
systems cannot export to the grid unless they pay for system
upgrades. The static limit is based on select worst-case
operating conditions and, consequently, very conservative
[2], resulting in a significant loss of PV production.
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To counter the inefficiencies of SHC and allow more
PVs to participate actively, algorithms under the broad um-
brella term of dynamic hosting capacity (DHC) have been
proposed. This technology is network-aware and dynamic,
assuming i) access to distribution network models and ii)
information flow between consumers and the utility (with
communication standards such as IEEE 2030.5). The fun-
damental idea of DHC is that utilities will propose time-
varying operating limits, which the various PV-exporting
consumers must adhere to [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. These
utilities calculate specific export limits for active consumers
for predetermined time intervals, integrating controllable
network components, such as batteries and transformer taps.
Fig.1 illustrates the two paradigms of hosting capacity, un-
derscoring the utility’s role in managing network constraints
and facilitating renewable integration.

Fig. 1. Comparison of Dynamic Hosting Capacity (DHC) and Static
Hosting Capacity (SHC) paradigms. The dashed black line represents the
SHC limit and the available PV export capacity in blue. The dashed red line
represents the DHC limit, and the available PV export capacity is in yellow.
Note the PV installation sizes in SHC vs. DHC scenarios are different.

However, using linear and convex models results in a loss
of AC feasibility. This discrepancy between AC models and
convexified or linear models is significant at the boundary
operating conditions, resulting in erroneous voltage and flow
limits from the current OE algorithms. Therefore, dispatches
that satisfy OE constraints from linear and convex models
may result in violations in practical operational scenarios [9].
New approaches (see [10]) address the underlying challenge;
however, they may underutilize the grid capacity. Also, most
relaxed and linear models emerge from underlying DistFlow
formulations and do not apply to meshed networks.

C. Re-envisioning Dynamic Hosting Captity with ANOCA

Learning from current challenges in the DHC paradigm, we
assert that using three-phase AC unbalanced network models
for DHC can have significant benefits. We propose a new
two-stage DHC paradigm for that goal, the AC network-
aware optimal curtailment approach-ANOCA, illustrated in
Fig 2. In the ANOCA paradigm, instead of the utility
providing prosumers with time-varying OEs, prosumers first
calculate optimal export setpoints (OES) with home energy
management systems (HEMS) and broadcast them to the
utility. Next, the utility processes the proposed optimal export
setpoints in the advanced distribution management system

(DMS) and issues either a go-ahead signal (no curtailment
necessary) or an adjusted export setpoint (AES) (with cur-
tailment). We design the proposed two-stage framework
to ensure i) efficiency (i.e., optimal utilization of network
capacity) and feasibility (i.e., making curtailment decisions
based on AC constraints). In our approach, we formulate the
HEMS problem as a receding horizon multiperiod optimiza-
tion, and we extend a grid infeasibility-focussed idea [11] to
formulate the DMS problem.

To develop and explore equitable and sparse curtailment
strategies in ANOCA, we formulate the DMS optimization
with differing objectives, minimizing the L1, L2, and L∞
norm of the magnitudes PV curtailment. The paper re-
envisions and contributes to the literature by developing a
DHC algorithm that has the following features:

1) AC feasibility: Ensure the PV export always satisfies
AC network constraints without technical violations.

2) Equitable curtailment: L∞-norm objective in the
DMS minimization results in the most equitable cur-
tailment (maximum curtailment by any given prosumer
is lowest) but incurs a high volume of net curtailment
(∼ 20x of curtailments in L1 and L2 strategy for a
meshed network).

3) Sparse curtailment: L1-norm objective in the DMS
minimization results in the most sparse curtailment
(few prosumers curtail a large amount).

4) Balanced curtailment: L2-norm objective in the DMS
minimization promotes a balanced distribution of cur-
tailments, achieving a trade-off between the sparse but
high magnitude curtailments and equitable but large
net curtailments.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Three-phase Distribution Grid Optimization

In the proposed ANOCA framework, we use the IV based
three-phase equivalent circuit model of the grid [12]. The
model is equivalent to the current-injection model [13] in
its native form. Given an undirected graph representation of
the distribution grid, G(N , E), the IV model represents the
relationship between various edge E and node N features
using Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws. It uses the real
and imaginary parts of rectangular coordinates to describe
the grid’s complex voltages (V R

ϕ , V I
ϕ ) and current flows

(IRϕ,fl, I
I
ϕ,fl), where ϕ is from the set of three-phases a, b, c.

Importantly, the network constraints from edge elements,
including transmission lines, cables, and transformers, are
linear. Nonlinearities only stem from power injections and
other controls. Note that the IV based formulation cap-
tures the AC physics of the network components exactly
and applies to both radial and meshed networks without
loss of generality. Current works use this model for grid
optimizations [11],[14]. Mathematically, the problem is non-
convex; however, it has been shown to converge to good
feasible solutions consistently. In Section III-B, we will use
this model to formulate the DMS problem, including the
different curtailment strategies.
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Fig. 2. Two-stage schematic of the ANOCA framework. First, in stage 1, prosumers’ HEMS will calculate their optimal export setpoints (OES) for
time-step t and broadcast it to the utility DMS (see left of the figure). Next, in stage 2, the DMS runs an infeasibility-based optimization to accept
prosumers’ OES or enforce adjusted export setpoints (AES) using curtailments (see right of the figure).

B. HEMS-based Dynamic Hosting Capacity

There is prior work on a HEMS-based two-stage opti-
mization for DHC algorithms. [4] incorporates a two-stage
optimization process to enhance grid integration of DERs. In
the initial stage, the utility runs a chance-constrained problem
based on second-order conic grid models to develop OEs for
each prosumer. In the second stage, each prosumer optimizes
their power export and import with HEMS for a certain time
interval, given the OEs from the utility. This work inspires
the high-level structure of the proposed work, but we take a
completely different approach to the DHC formulation and
solution.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We propose the ANOCA two-stage optimization framework
(see Fig. 2) to maximize PV export without violating AC
grid constraints and overcome challenges with current DHC
approaches. Our approach requires minimal information ex-
change between prosumers and the central DMS operator
and uses a full three-phase AC model to make curtailment
decisions. The recursive DHC algorithm begins with individ-
ual prosumers calculating an optimal export setpoint (OES)
for each time interval ∆t from a receding horizon multi-
period optimization performed by HEMS. Subsequently, the
OESs from various prosumers for the current time step t
are broadcasted to the DMS in the utility. Next, the DMS
evaluates whether the OESs from various prosumers are
electrically feasible at a system level considering AC voltage
and flow constraints. If found infeasible, the DMS communi-
cates adjusted export setpoints (AES) to the prosumers while
considering equity and sparsity in its curtailment design.

A. Receding Horizon Multi-period Optimization in HEMS

In the ANOCA approach, HEMS optimizes energy costs
(similar to [4]) by solving for an optimal battery charging
and discharging behavior, given a forecast of solar PV
output and electric consumption. Based on optimal battery
charge and discharge decisions and forecasted PV values,
the HEMS algorithm calculates optimal export and import
set points (OES/OIS) for each time interval τ ∈ T =

{t, t+∆t, t+ 2∆t, . . . , t+H}, where t is the current time
step and H is the planning horizon. HEMS achieves its goal
via receding horizon multiperiod optimization in (1) that it
runs over the entire time-horizon H with time interval ∆t
(say, 5-15 min). Note while the algorithm considers look-
ahead constraints based on load and PV forecasts for all time
intervals τ ∈ T into the future, it only broadcasts the optimal
export setpoint (OES) for current time t to the utility DMS
(described in Section III-B). In essence, it takes a moving
horizon approach and solves a recursive look-ahead multi-
period optimization for each time interval. In ANOCA, every
prosumer p ∈ P runs their HEMS independently and in
parallel for every time interval they wish to export power.
Next, we mathematically define the HEMS problem.

min
Pc;d,Pi;e

∑
τ∈T

(
Cp

i,τ · P
p
i,τ − Cp

e,τ · P p
e,τ

)
(1a)

subject to:

P p
l,τ + P p

c,τ + P p
e,τ = P p

i,τ + P p
pv,τ + P p

d,τ , ∀τ ∈ T (1b)

Ep
b,τ+1 = Ep

b,τ + ηpc · P p
c,τ ·∆τ −

P p
d,τ ·∆τ

ηpd
,∀τ ∈ T

(1c)

Ep
b,0 = Ep

b,set = Ep
b,t+H (1d)

0 ≤ Ep
b,τ ≤ E

p
, ∀τ ∈ T (1e)

0 ≤ P p
c,τ ≤ zpτ · P

p
, ∀τ ∈ T (1f)

0 ≤ P p
d,τ ≤ (1− zpτ ) · P

p
, ∀τ ∈ T (1g)

zpτ ∈ {0, 1}, ∀τ ∈ T (1h)

We formulate the problem in (1) as a mixed integer lin-
ear program (MILP). We include operational constraints of
power balance (1b) and battery charge/discharge dynamics
(1c), including state-of-charge (SOC) management for all
time-intervals t ∈ T . We use this approach over NLP
battery formulation because [15] shows that MILP formu-
lation outperforms NLP formulation when problems include
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the HEMS optimization model
incorporating prosumers with solar PV and battery storage systems.

energy-reservoir battery models. The problem’s objective is
to minimize the energy cost over the time horizon H for all
prosumers connected to the grid with solar PV and battery
system (1a) as shown in Fig. 3. We assume the cost to
import unit power Ci,τ for all time steps ∀τ ∈ T is always
higher than the cost to export unit power Ce,τ . This prevents
prosumers from buying electricity from the grid and selling
it at an advantage back in real-time. The operational limits
of the battery, defined in (1e), (1f), and (1g), ensure the SOC
remains within technical bounds.

Remark 1: HEMS calculates optimal import and export
power setpoints (P p,∗

i,τ , P p,∗
e,τ ) for each time step τ ∈ T based

on the load and solar forecasts (P p
l,τ , P

p
pv,τ ) over a time

horizon H . The forecasts are stochastic, and we minimize
the risk due to underlying uncertainty by i) choosing a small
time-interval ∆t, usually 5/15 minutes, where the forecasts
can be considered accurate and ii) only broadcasting optimal
export and import setpoints for a current time step t to DMS
and discarding the rest, following a receding horizon look-
ahead approach (see Fig. 4).

B. Utility DMS-based AC-Network Aware Dispatch Certifi-
cate Optimization

In ANOCA, DMS operates at a systems level, assessing the
collective impact of individual prosumer export proposals on
grid stability. Once the various prosumers request to dispatch
optimal export setpoints (OES), the DMS formulates and
solves an optimization to either i) allow the requested OES
dispatch by prosumers (no curtailment) or ii) enforce a new
adjusted export setpoint (AES) dispatch value (requesting an
optimal curtailment by HEMS). DMS problem is network-
aware and operates on a full AC three-phase network model
and considers operational voltage and flow bounds (similar
to concepts in [11]). It uses available control actions (such as

Fig. 4. Interactions with HEMS receding horizon problem and DMS
problem. τ ∈ T = {t, t + ∆t, t + 2∆t, . . . , t + H} represents discrete
time intervals over a planning horizon H .

transformer taps) to manage grid constraints, and curtailment
via adjusted export setpoint is used only as a last resort.
Importantly, because we consider the full AC model of the
distribution grids, we incur no drawbacks on earlier works
[3][4]. At a high level, the DMS problem minimizes the
norm of curtailable power Pcu in the network to enforce AC
feasibility. The various curtailment strategies are based on
the choice of metric that quantifies the net power curtailment.
We consider two broad strategies: i) a low cardinality curtail
option, where only a few large curtailments are sufficient
to operate the grid reliably, and ii) an equitable curtailment
strategy, where the curtailments are spread more equitably
amongst all prosumers (by capacity). We describe the math-
ematical formulation of the DMS problem next.

min
x∈X

∑
n∈Npv

∑
ϕ∈Φ

wn,ϕ · ∥Pcu,n,ϕ∥y (2a)

subject to:
KCL-based network constraints

Y R
n (V R

n,ϕ, V
I
n,ϕ) + IRl,n,ϕ = 0, ∀n ∈ N ,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (2b)

Y I
n (V

R
n,ϕ, V

I
n,ϕ) + IIl,n,ϕ = 0, ∀n ∈ N ,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (2c)

IRl,n,ϕ =
Pn,ϕV

R
n,ϕ +Qn,ϕV

I
n,ϕ

(V R
n,ϕ)

2 + (V I
n,ϕ)

2
, ∀n ∈ N ,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (2d)

IIl,n,ϕ =
Pn,ϕV

I
n,ϕ −Qn,ϕV

R
n,ϕ

(V R
n,ϕ)

2 + (V I
n,ϕ)

2
, ∀n ∈ N ,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (2e)

Nodal power constraints including curtailment

Pn,ϕ = P ∗
i,n,ϕ − P ∗

e,n,ϕ + Pcu,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (2f)

Pn,ϕ = Pl,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Nl \ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (2g)

Qn,ϕ = Ql,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Nl,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (2h)

0 ≤ Pcu,n,ϕ ≤ P ∗
e,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (2i)

Flow and nodal voltage bounds

(IRe,fl,ϕ)
2 + (IIe,fl,ϕ)

2 ≤ (Ie,fl,ϕ)
2, ∀e ∈ lines (2j)

tk ≤ tk ≤ tk, ∀k ∈ xfmrs (2k)

(Pk,fl)
2 + (Qk,fl)

2 ≤ (Sk,fl)
2, ∀k ∈ xfmrs (2l)

(V b,ϕ)
2 ≤ (V R

b,ϕ)
2 + (V I

b,ϕ)
2 ≤ (V b,ϕ)

2, ∀n ∈ N ,∀ϕ ∈ Φ
(2m)

Finally, as a post-processing step, the DMS calculates and
communicates the adjusted power setpoint (AES) to each
prosumer for the current time step t:

P p,adj
e,t = P p,∗

e,t − Pcu,p,t, p = {n, ϕ}, ∀n ∈ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ
(3)

In (2), X is the set of decision and dependent variables,
including nodal voltages (V R, V I), curtailment power (Pcu),
line (Ie,fl) and transformer flows (Sk,fl), transformer taps
(tk) and others. y in the objective represents the choice
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of norms (see subsection III-B). The model minimizes the
“curtailment” in the problem objective (2a). The introduction
of weights wn,ϕ in the objective function (2a) serves to
prioritize the curtailment across different nodes and phases,
ensuring that the optimization process not only seeks to
minimize overall curtailment but does so in a manner that
aligns with the grid’s operational priorities. Curtailments are
nonnegative, as indicated in constraint (2i), and are bounded
by the optimal export setpoint proposed by HEMS.

This problem is subject to the KCL constraints for both
the real and imaginary parts (2b-2e). (2f)-(2h) model the
power balance constraints at prosumer and non-prosumer
nodes, respectively. Flow limits for lines and transformers
are included in (2j) and (2l), respectively. In this paper, the
model assumes transformer tap ratios as continuous variables
within a specific minimum and maximum value to regulate
voltage, as outlined in (2k). However, the authors note that
transformer taps are generally discrete settings in real world.
Methods presented in [16] can be readily adapted to this
algorithm to accommodate and ensure discrete tap settings,
bridging the gap between the simplified model and real-world
operational constraints. The voltage levels at the load buses
and transformers are bounded in (2m).

Curtailment Strategies: DMS minimization allows for
various curtailment strategies by selecting different norms
in the objective. This section explores three norm-based cur-
tailment strategies: L1, L2, and L∞. The L1-norm strategy
aims to minimize the absolute sum of curtailments across
all prosumers, resulting in curtailment for a sparse number
of prosumers. The L2-norm method seeks to minimize the
sum of the square of curtailments, resulting in a fairer distri-
bution of power curtailments (i.e., net curtailment is shared
amongst prosumers). The L∞-norm strategy minimizes the
maximum curtailment any prosumer faces, ensuring that no
individual prosumer is disproportionately affected. The three
strategies result in different curtailments amongst prosumers
and present different computational complexity. Next, we
discuss the mathematical representation of different curtail-
ment strategies in ANOCA DMS algorithm.
L1 formulation: results in non-zero curtailments at a sparse
set of nodes. We formulate a differentiable L1-norm problem
in (4) because the naive formulation is non-differentiable and
cannot be directly used with interior point solvers.

min
x∈X

∑
n∈Npv

∑
ϕ∈Φ

wn,ϕ ·
(
P+
cu,n,ϕ + P−

cu,n,ϕ

)
(4a)

subject to:

(2b)− (2e) & (2j)− (2m) (4b)

Pn,ϕ = Pi,n,ϕ − Pe,n,ϕ + P+
cu,n,ϕ − P−

cu,n,ϕ, (4c)

∀n ∈ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ

Pn,ϕ = Pl,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Nl \ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (4d)

P
+/−
cu,n,ϕ ≥ 0 (4e)

0 ≤ P+
cu,n,ϕ − P−

cu,n,ϕ ≤ Pe,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (4f)

Note that the formulation can be further simplified in this
case by setting P−

cu,n,ϕ → 0 as negative curtailment is not
physically viable.
L2 formulation: aims to distribute non-zero curtailments
more evenly by penalizing the square of curtailments; large
curtailments are disincentivized.

min
x∈X

∑
n∈Npv

∑
ϕ∈Φ

wn,ϕ · (Pcu,n,ϕ)
2 (5a)

subject to:

(2b)− (2e) & (2j)− (2m) (5b)

Pn,ϕ = Pi,n,ϕ − Pe,n,ϕ + Pcu,n,ϕ,∀n ∈ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (5c)

Pn,ϕ = Pl,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Nl \ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (5d)

0 ≤ Pcu,n,ϕ ≤ Pe,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (5e)

L∞ formulation: aims to be the most equitable curtailment
strategy because it minimizes the maximum curtailment can-
didate. Note, like L1-norm; we formulate the differentiable
form of the problem in (6).

min
x∈X

P cu (6a)

subject to:

(2b)− (2e) & (2j)− (2m) (6b)

Pn,ϕ = Pi,n,ϕ − Pe,n,ϕ + Pcu,n,ϕ,∀n ∈ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (6c)

Pn,ϕ = Pl,n,ϕ, ∀n ∈ Nl \ Npv,∀ϕ ∈ Φ (6d)

− P cu ≤ wn,ϕ · Pcu,n,ϕ ≤ P cu ∀n ∈ Npv, ∀ϕ ∈ Φ (6e)

Pcu,n,ϕ ≤ Pe,n,ϕ ∀n ∈ Npv, ∀ϕ ∈ Φ (6f)

P cu represents the maximum weighted curtailment across all
nodes n ∈ Npv and phase ϕ. Note that (6e) is further reduced
in implementation because Pcu,n,ϕ ≥ 0.

The choice among L1, L2, and L∞-norm formulations
depends on the specific goals of the distribution system
operator, such as minimizing total curtailment, ensuring
equitable distribution, or having few flexible commercial
customers do all the curtailment.

C. ANOCA Algorithm

The two-stage optimization ANOCA is described in Algo-
rithm 1 with HEMS at the prosumer premises and DMS at
the utility. The DMS aggregates the optimal export setpoint
(OES) requests from the HEMS for the current time step
t. It ascertains whether these exports can be accommodated
without surpassing grid limits. Based on the optimization
result, it issues either a go-ahead signal with no curtailment
or an adjusted export setpoint (AES) signal with optimal
curtailment enforcement. The entire adjustment and commu-
nication process occurs within a predefined time interval, ∆t,
enabling the real-time capability of the system to respond to
grid conditions and maintain operational stability.
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Algorithm 1 ANOCA
1: Initialize: t = 0, ∆t = 5 min, planning horizon H = 8

hours
2: for each time t→ until in operation do
3: Initiate HEMS Receding Horizon Multi-Period
4: Optimization
5: for each prosumer p ∈ P in parallel: do
6: Input: Battery parameters, forecasted load
7: Pn

l,τ and solar Pn
pv,τ output for time intervals

8: τ ∈ T = {t, t+∆t, t+ 2∆t, . . . , t+H}
9: Run: Receding-horizon multi-period

10: optimization problem in (1) → P p,∗
i , P p,∗

e

11: Broadcast: Optimal export setpoint OES
12: (P p,∗

e,t ) and optimal import setpoint OIS
13: (P p,∗

i,t ) of p ∈ P to DMS

14: end for
15: Initiate DMS AC Network-aware Dispatch
16: Certificate Optimization
17: Input: Broadcasted OES and OIS setpoints from all
18: prosumers (P ∗

e,t, P
∗
i,t), loads for all nodes, grid model

19: for current time t
20: Select a curtailment strategy ← (L1, L2, L∞)
21: Run DMS-based AC optimization in (2)
22: if output Pcu,p,t = 0 for all prosumers p ∈ P then
23: No curtailment needed; communicate adjusted
24: export setpoints, AES = OES, for all prosumers
25: else
26: Calculate adjusted export setpoints (AES) for
27: prosumers: P p,adj

e,t = P p,∗
e,t − Pcu,p,t

28: end if
29: Communicate AES: P p,adj

e,t to all prosumers ∀p ∈ P
30: Update HEMS setpoints for time t
31: for each prosumer p ∈ P : do
32: Update HEMS export setpoint to P p,adj

e,t

33: end for
34: end for

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Next, we describe the experimental setup to study and
validate the efficacy of the ANOCA framework:

A. HEMS Experiment Data

For HEMS experiments, we obtain load consumption and
solar output data from a realistic feeder in New York [17].
We generate our forecasts by mimicking the load and solar
pattern in this data and adding Gaussian noise. We assume
price tariffs based on data from the International Energy
Agency (IEA) [18], reflecting New York Independent System
Operator (NYISO) standards. We employ Tesla Powerwall 2
as the battery system parameters in our studies [19]. The
simulations employed a 5-minute timestep granularity, with
the battery’s start and end State of Charge (SOC) setpoints
at 50% of its maximum capacity.

B. DMS Experiment Data

We study two network cases (across 4 scenarios) to evaluate
the performance of the proposed DMS algorithm. Each case

has three categories of prosumers, and the net PV output (as
a % of base load) for various scenarios is in Table I.

• Case 1: Standard three-phase IEEE-4 bus network [20]
• Case 2: A synthetic urban-meshed network, with 1420

3ϕ nodes (4260 1ϕ nodes) and 624 load buses [21].

TABLE I
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION: PV EXPORT (%) OF BASE LOAD

Scenario ID Category A (%) Category B (%) Category C (%)
1 150 0 30
2 30 150 0
3 30 0 150
4 0 150 30

C. Simulation Environment and Hardware

The experimental simulations were done on a PC with a
2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB RAM. IPOPT
(version 3.14.10) [22] was used for DMS optimization tasks.
Gurobi (Version 11.0.0) [23] was used for HEMS opti-
mization. Our data used are publicly available at https:
//github.com/emmanuelbadmus/ANOCA

V. EXPERIMENTS

This section documents the outcomes of the experiments with
two-stage ANOCA optimization framework. We show that
the ANOCA framework can accommodate varying power
exports from DERs while maintaining grid stability and
ensuring adherence to voltage safety limits. We observe
widely varying curtailment patterns dependent on the choice
of objective function.

A. HEMS Analysis in ANOCA

Here, we evaluate the HEMS problem in (1) within the
ANOCA framework. We choose a look-ahead time horizon
(H) of 8 hours, with an individual dispatch time interval of
5 minutes. Therefore, the HEMS multi-period problem runs
over a total of 96 intervals. The total number of prosumers
in Cases 1 and 2 is two (2) and four hundred and sixteen
(416), respectively. We used Gurobi to solve the HEMS
problem. The average solution time for HEMS optimizations
was 0.107 seconds over 12 scenarios, confirming that the
ANOCA framework is not time-constrained. The duality gap
for each scenario was 0.0%, validating that we converge
to a global minimum for all multi-period problems. We
communicate the optimal export setpoints from the HEMS
to DMS analysis for time step t.

B. DMS Analysis in ANOCA

1) Scenario with No Exports: In the first experiment, we
examine Case 1 when none of the prosumers are export-
ing power. This enables us to validate the ANOCA DMS
algorithm against the power flow solution from GridLab-D
[24] as the DMS optimization problem in (2) is equivalent
to the non-binding power flow run when prosumers are not
exporting any power. We compare the load bus voltages from
ANOCA against GridLAB-D simulation results and docu-
ment them in Table II. The deviations in voltage levels are
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within numerical tolerance, validating the basic functionality
of the DMS algorithm in ANOCA.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF VOLTAGE LEVELS USING ANOCA AND GRIDLAB-D

Load ID Gridlab-D, (V) ANOCA, (V) Difference (%)
0 1917.76 1915.83 -0.101%
1 2061.26 2069.40 +0.394%
2 1980.76 1966.38 -0.729%

2) Incremental Power Export and Voltage Stability: Next,
we conduct an experiment on Case 1, where ANOCA
enforces curtailments to maintain voltage limits [0.95−1.05].
To achieve this, we allow prosumers to export power under
scenario 3. We apply L1 curtailment strategy, and we docu-
ment the load bus voltages (|V |) with and without ANOCA
and the amount of power curtailed (Pcu) in Table III. The
results show that ANOCA can apply curtailments optimally
to maintain technical bounds.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF VOLTAGE WITH/WITHOUT ANOCA

Load ID W/O ANOCA W/ ANOCA
|V | [p.u] |V | [p.u] Pcu [%Load]

0 1.22 1.05 16.28
1 1.15 1.01 134.05
2 0.79 0.98 0.00

3) Scaling ANOCA Results: Next, we study the perfor-
mance of ANOCA on a large, realistic-sized meshed network
- Case 2 with 1420 three-phase nodes and 4260 individual
phase nodes. We apply the ANOCA framework to enforce
optimal curtailments (when necessary) to maintain voltage
and flow bounds. We explore L1, L2, and L∞-norm-based
curtailment strategies. The runtime and average iteration
count results in Table IV demonstrate the ANOCA frame-
work’s robustness with an average DMS analysis solution
time on this large network of 133.83 seconds (much faster
for L1and L2).

4) Comparitive Assessment of Various Curtailment Strate-
gies: Now, we evaluate the effectiveness of L1, L2, and
L∞-norm curtailment strategies in ensuring grid reliability
while optimizing PV outputs. We document the results in
Table IV for 4 Case 2 scenarios. Across all scenarios, L1

curtailment strategy has the most sparse curtailment. On
average, 2 to 6 prosumers alone can curtail enough power
to maintain grid reliability. Furthermore, the net volume
of power curtailment is also the lowest for L1 curtailment
strategy, and it has the fastest runtime (on average, 7.26 sec).
L∞ curtailment strategy is the most equitable, distributing
curtailment amongst almost all 416 prosumers. However, the
net volume of curtailed power is the highest for L∞ strategy
(average curtailment of 13.43% vs. 0.56% for L2 and 0.32%

Fig. 5. Comparative analysis of curtailment strategies: L1, L2, and L∞-norms across four scenarios for Case 2: The case has 416 prosumers capable
of exporting power. The analysis across various scenarios shows the number of prosumers that curtail power and the corresponding magnitude for all
strategies. Notably, the L1-norm strategy curtails far fewer prosumer but results in a significantly higher power curtailment per prosumer than the L2 and
L∞-norm strategies.
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for L1). The runtime for L∞ is also the slowest (on average,
381.36 seconds). L2 curtailment strategy strikes a balance
between the strengths and drawbacks of L1 and L∞; it is
more equitable than L1 and with far lower net curtailment of
L∞ and comparable runtime to L1 (on average, 12.86 sec).

Fig. 5 reinforces the insights discussed in Table IV,
illustrating the quantitative impacts under each curtailment
strategy. Fig. 5 shows that while L1 has the least number of
prosumers curtailing export (<10), the maximum curtailment
far exceeded L∞ and L2 (around ∼ 30-53 kW). On the other
hand, while L∞ reduced the maximum curtailment for any
given prosumer (around ∼ 10 kW), the number of prosumers
curtailing is far higher (>400), including net curtailment.

TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ANOCA CURTAILMENT STRATEGIES

Metric L∞ L2 L1

# Pros., Cons., 3-Φ nodes (All) 416, 624, 1420

Scenario 1
Total Power (MW) 25.36
Net. Curtailed Power (MW) 1.52 0.08 0.04
Maximum Curtailed power (KW) 8.89 14.78 30.10
# Load Buses Adjusted 412 192 4

Scenario 2
Total Power (MW) 25.54
Net. Curtailed Power (MW) 1.75 0.08 0.04
Maximum Curtailed power (KW) 10.12 16.80 32.18
# Load Buses Adjusted 412 164 2

Scenario 3
Total Power (MW) 25.05
Net. Curtailed Power (MW) 5.40 0.21 0.12
Maximum Curtailed power (KW) 17.38 38.10 53.57
# Load Buses Adjusted 412 374 6

Scenario 4
Total Power (MW) 25.46
Net. Curtailed Power (MW) 4.92 0.19 0.11
Maximum Curtailed power (KW) 15.70 32.59 48.66
# Load Buses Adjusted 416 372 6

Average across all scenarios
% Avg. Curtailment 13.43% 0.56% 0.32%
% Avg. Load Buses Adjusted 99.28% 66.23% 1.08%

Avg. time - 4 scenerios (sec) 381.36 12.86 7.28
Avg. Iter. # - 4 scenerios 268 177 120

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We introduce a two-stage optimization framework, ANOCA,
to address gaps in the current dynamic hosting capacity
paradigm. We use the IV -based AC model of the distribution
grid and, therefore, ensure that curtailments based on the
proposed DHC do not violate network constraints in practical
scenarios. We also maximize network utilization by accu-
rately capturing the boundary conditions of the distribution
grid. We conclude the following regarding the ANOCA’s
curtailment strategies:

1) L1-norm curtailment strategy results in the most sparse
curtailment. The strategy is most applicable when the
utility has flexible customers (e.g., large computing
facility).

2) L∞-norm curtailment strategy results in the most
equitable curtailment; however, the volume of net
curtailment is significantly higher than L1and L2.

3) L2-norm curtailment norm strategy strikes a balance
with somewhat equitable curtailment with low net
curtailment.

We show that overall ANOCA framework relies on the same
communication framework as prior work and is fast, such
that both HEMS + DMS simulations solve on average in
less than 1 minute for L1 and L2 and 7 minutes for L∞.
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